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Do you have emergency numbers close at hand by the telephone?         Yes                No 
 * General Emergency number 112?.........……….................... 
 * The Poison Information Centre 09 4711 or 09 471 977……. 
Is there a medicine chest that can be locked in your apartment?………….... 
 
Do you keep household chemicals in a locker or high enough?……..….…. 
Do you keep household chemicals in their original packages?……………….. 
Do you keep alcohol beverages out of the children’s reach?…………..…… 
 
Are your houseplants non-poisonous?……………………………………... 
Do you have medicinal carbon at home?………………………….................... 
Is there correctly placed and functioning a smoke alarm in the apartment?.. 
Is there a safety shield on the kitchen stove and stove fixed stably?…............ 
 
Are the household appliances e.g. coffeemaker out of the children’s reach? 
Are the taps in your home thermostatic or safety taps?……………..……… 
 
Is the sauna stove protected?……….........................………………..….….. 
Do you have childproof wall sockets or are they protected otherwise?.......... 
Are the electric wires fastened and out of the way and in condition?…….… 
Do you keep matches out of the children’s reach?……..…………………… 
 
Is the access of children to the cellar or attic hindered by locked doors?...… 
Do you have window holders preventing falling from windows ?………… 
Is there holder/hook/safety lock in the door to the balcony ?………………… 
 
Is there a lock that can be opened from outside in the door of toilet?……… 
Do you have anti-skip surface on the floor in the bathroom?………….......... 
Are there a child gate/ hand-rails/ non-slip surfacing on the stairs?………… 
Do you have anti-slip surface in carpets and are the floors non-slippery?........ 
 
Have you protected sharp edges of furniture?……………………………… 
Do you keep dangerous articles (knives, scissors, tools, plastic bags)  
out of the children’s reach?………………………………………………..... 
Are there handrails on bunk bed?……………………………….................. 
Is your child clothed so that can’t fasten on playgrounds apparatus?……. 
Are the playgrounds swinging area and climbing frame safe?……………… 
 
Do you have safety seat for children in the car?………………………....... 
Is the children’s bicycle and it’s appliances in condition and helmet on?…… 
Have you given your children information how to behave in the traffic 
and do your children use reflectors?………………………………..…......... 
 
For safer home          Further information www.kolumbus.fi/hvssy  


